EQUIPPING THE POOR IN REMOTE, RURAL AREAS TO END EXTREME POVERTY IN THEIR COMMUNITIES WITHIN 5 YEARS
Dear Friends,

I spent today as I’ve spent most days this past year – trekking through the muddy maize fields of impoverished farmers in Kuria, Kenya with James Magaigwa and Andrew Sinda, the leaders of Nuru’s agriculture program for Kenya. James and Andrew both grew up in these fields, and their families still live and farm here. The three of us, assisted by a small army of Nuru field officers and field reps, train farmers on better planting techniques, provide them with loans of high quality maize seed and fertilizer, and equip them to lift themselves out of extreme poverty forever.

Today, however, as James, Andrew and I hurriedly walked through the maize fields, I was deep in thought remembering what life was like here in Kuria just one year ago, and how much everything has changed.

On January 1, 2009, Nuru had just conducted a baseline assessment of need in the community. The results: families were experiencing chronic hunger. Children were dying of preventable diseases. There was no reliable access to clean water. Malaria, typhoid, and amoebic dysentery were rampant and medical care was inadequate. Parents had no access to business training or startup capital and couldn’t pay the meager school fees to keep their children in school.

Fast forward. As of December 31, 2009, 537 families in Kuria are no longer starving. Instead they are self-reliant, working their land and feeding their families from the fruits of their own hard labor. There are deep wells at primary schools providing reliable access to clean water for almost 2,000 people. The local medical center has been renovated, stocked with supplies, and outfitted with a laboratory to provide effective, 24-hour medical care. For the first time families are actually saving money, and the savings are deposited in their own bank accounts. The sounds of construction are everywhere as farmers build permanent homes made of bricks for their families instead of temporary shelters made of mud, dung, and debris. Teachers are being trained and parents are empowered to take an active role in their children’s education. The schools are filled because Nuru members can afford to keep their children enrolled, and hundreds of additional farmers are signing up to join Nuru’s programs.

None of this would have been possible without your friendship and support. Thank you for joining with us to create sustainable change that is awakening the power of the poor to transform their own communities through opportunity and choices.

Stay in the fight,

Jake Harriman
Chief Executive Officer
Nuru International

---

The World Bank defines extreme poverty as any individual living on less than $1.25 a day. But that is only an economic understanding of the condition that afflicts over 1.4 billion people worldwide. In order to better understand what extreme poverty feels, smells, and sounds like:

Imagine the look on a mother’s face as she decides which of her starving children will not eat that day.

Imagine the pouring sweat and aching back of an 8-year-old girl walking two hours each day to fetch water for her family.

They’re in desperate need of medical attention, but the clinic is one day’s walk away and they are too weak to travel.

Imagine lying on the dirt floor of mud hut at night, dreaming of attending primary school, learning to read, or having a future other than living in extreme poverty the rest of your life.

Nuru is fighting to see an end to extreme poverty in our lifetime. We’re starting first in Kuria, Kenya.

*adjusted for purchasing power parity
Service Leadership

Nuru identifies, screens and mentors local leaders, training them in the principles of service leadership (humility, growth-focused engagement, leading by example, feedback driven approaches). We then mobilize the community into groups led by these local leaders. Our community mobilization model is an effective platform to introduce innovative solutions that address the community’s needs. Nuru’s Western staff remains behind the scenes, coaching the local leaders and supplying them with the expertise they need to implement all aspects of Nuru’s model.

General Contractor of NGOs

Nuru’s Research Team studies both the social and private sectors to identify the most effective methods of fighting extreme poverty in our five areas of development (Agriculture, Water & Sanitation, Healthcare, Education and Community Economic Development). Top organizations specializing in these methods (such as One Acre Fund and Living Water International) are invited to join Nuru in addressing the needs of our communities. Nuru coordinates these organizations simultaneously as a sort of “general contractor,” leveraging our existing leadership network. This partnership maximizes both Nuru’s and other organizations’ effectiveness and efficiency.

Measurement and Evaluation

Nuru is pioneering a system of metrics to measure our own effectiveness and serve as a “universal measuring stick” to assess the poverty levels of communities where interventions are occurring. To ensure transparency we commission 3rd party research of both our methodology and the communities’ poverty levels.

Sustainability and Scalability

Nuru integrates revenue generation models into all five of our program areas.

Examples of Revenue Generating Activities:
- Maize Sales: Nuru buys farmers’ excess maize at a fair price and resells it at a small profit
- Well Buy-In Program: user fees for deep well access
- Healthcare Products: such as malaria nets and soap sold door to door by healthcare representatives
- Agriculture and Savings Clubs loan interest

Income generated by these activities is channeled into a rural microfinance program, which will enable the community to achieve financial self-sustainability. This enables the exit of all Western staff and funding after 5 years.

Nuru’s projects scale to neighboring communities through our service leadership network. Because Nuru’s model employs design thinking and is flexible and dynamic, we hope to scale our programs to neighboring districts and eventually achieve national impact.
KURIA PROJECT RESULTS

**January 1, 2009**
- **Chronic Hunger**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **Limited Access to Medical Care**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **Widespread Waterborne Diseases due to Poor Sanitation and Bad Water**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **Dramatic Reduction in Diseases through Training and Hand-Washing Stations**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **No Year-Round Access to Clean Water**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **4 Deep Wells Serving Nearly 2,000 People**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **Teacher Training, Parents Empowered**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **400 Families Trained in Financial Planning, Established Rural Microfinance Program**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **300% Increase in Maize Yields**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **24-Hour Access, Onsite Lab to Test for Diseases**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **1,000 Subsidized Bed Nets Distributed with Effective Training**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **Lack of Vision and Unity in the Community**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **60 Service Leaders Motivating and Inspiring Change**
  - Dec 31, 2009

**January 1, 2009**
- **High Malaria Infection Rate**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **Lack of Vision and Unity in the Community**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **600 Families Trained in Financial Planning, Established Rural Microfinance Program**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **24-Hour Access, Onsite Lab to Test for Diseases**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **1,000 Subsidized Bed Nets Distributed with Effective Training**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **Lack of Vision and Unity in the Community**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **60 Service Leaders Motivating and Inspiring Change**
  - Dec 31, 2009

**January 1, 2009**
- **Limited Access to Medical Care**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **Widespread Waterborne Diseases due to Poor Sanitation and Bad Water**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **Dramatic Reduction in Diseases through Training and Hand-Washing Stations**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **No Year-Round Access to Clean Water**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **4 Deep Wells Serving Nearly 2,000 People**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **Teacher Training, Parents Empowered**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **400 Families Trained in Financial Planning, Established Rural Microfinance Program**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **300% Increase in Maize Yields**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **24-Hour Access, Onsite Lab to Test for Diseases**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **1,000 Subsidized Bed Nets Distributed with Effective Training**
  - Dec 31, 2009
- **Lack of Vision and Unity in the Community**
  - Jan 1, 2009
- **60 Service Leaders Motivating and Inspiring Change**
  - Dec 31, 2009
Milka Asaji Marwa

Since Nuru has come, my life has really changed. My husband and I both work on our farm. We were getting three bags of maize per acre. When Nuru came they gave us a loan of good seeds and fertilizer. We were able to get 18 bags of maize per acre. Now (that) we have enough maize (to eat), we can sell part of it. We used to work in the farms individually, but now we are working in groups and we’re able to assist one another. I was chosen to be a leader of my group. I’m happy to be a woman leader because most leaders are men. They chose me because they saw how hardworking I was. Before Nuru came, when I had money, I never used to save anything. Nuru has come and taught us how to save. Now when I or my child get sick I’m able to use that savings and take that child to hospital. Our lives are better today than they were before.

Francis Marua Mwita

Life before Nuru was like living without light. We didn’t know how to cultivate our farms or save food and have harvests for future use. Our agriculture production was minimal because we didn’t have fertilizer. Before, we harvested only three bags per acre. Now after following Nuru’s program, we’re getting 12 bags of maize per acre. After going through the program with Nuru, we now have money (so that) our children can stay in school, and we can save money for future use. Before Nuru, we had no water in the village so we usually went for water down by the stream. It took us a long time to boil water for drinking. Since Nuru came and drilled a well for us, we don’t have to boil anymore. We now have clean water. There was a lot of sickness, malaria, diarrhea, and typhoid. We used to go several times to the hospital but the sickness would return. We did not wash our hands after using the toilet before we would eat our meals. We set up a hand-washing station and our health is much better.

* dictated to Nuru program staff, translated from Kiswahili
IN APRIL, OVER 800 MEN AND WOMEN ON 11 COLLEGE campuses participated in Nuru’s experiential event “Be Hope To Her” (BH2O+). Students carried buckets of water on their heads in solidarity with women and girls in the developing world. The event raised awareness about the need for access to clean water in Africa and raised enough money to fund four deep wells in Nuru’s project in Kuria, Kenya.
INDEPENDENT AUDITORS’ REPORT

To the Board of Directors
NURU International

We have audited the accompanying statement of financial position of NURU International (a California not-for-profit organization) as of December 31, 2009 and the related statement of activities and cash flows for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of NURU International’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit.

We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of NURU International as of December 31, 2009, and the changes in its net assets and its cash flows for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.

Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the basic financial statements taken as a whole. The supplementary schedule, contained on page 13, is presented for purposes of additional analysis and is not a required part of the basic financial statements. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements taken as a whole.
TO INVEST IN NURU INTERNATIONAL:

Donate online:
www.nuruinternational.org/donate

Mail a check to:
Nuru International
71 Manzanita Rd
Atherton, CA 94027

Nuru gladly accepts donations of stock, frequent flyer miles, gifts-in-kind, and corporate matching.

Nuru International is a 501(c)(3) non-profit, public benefit charity.